
Preparation of  White Sur

The Ingredients:

1) Roasted grain mixture—a combination of these or similar things as available: tsampa,

oat bran, wheat bran, rice bran, instant porridge.

If using an unroasted grain, if possible toast the mixture in low heat in the oven and

allow it to cool completely before mixing it with other ingredients.

Proportions: For six cups of grain mixture, about one tablespoon of each of the 3

whites and 3 sweets would be a good approximation of proportions.

2) The “3 whites”: milk, butter, and yogurt. We use only a small symbolic amount of

each, because if too much is added then the mixture will mold.

3) The “3 sweets”: sugar, honey, and molasses. We use only a small symbolic amount of

each, because if too much is added then the mixture will mold.

4) A pinch of mendrup pills (dharma medicine) is essential to benefit beings in the

bardo

How to Prepare:

First, wash your hands and prepare a clean area Then, with clean hands, surfaces, and

utensils, prepare the grain mixture and place it in a large mixing bowl. Ideally, this bowl

is used only for shrine purposes.

Add small amounts of the three whites and three sweets one at a time to the grain.  “Cut

it in” by hand as if making pastry dough. Forks or pastry blenders are the easiest way to

do this. The final consistency should still be completely dry.

When all ingredients are finely mixed together then add a pinch or two of mendrup and

again mix it thoroughly. Pour the mixture into a clean, dedicated shrine container and

cover it tightly with a lid.

If the climate is hot and/or humid, you may store the mixture in the fridge or freezer (be

sure the mixture is dry enough not to freeze solid).


